It was reported that CNx coating showed low friction coefficient less than 0.01 when it slid against Si 3 N 4 ball in dry N 2 . It is suggested that the super-low friction was caused by the structural change of CNx surface to graphite-like structure during sliding in N 2 .
INTRODUCTION
CNx (Carbon Nitride) is the kind of Carbon system hard materials, consisting of C and N atoms, and it was calculated to have higher hardness than diamond if its structure becomes β-C 3 N 4 [1] . A lot of researchers synthesized amorphous CNx by several techniques [2] [3] [4] . In this research, CNx coating is synthesized by Ion Beam Assisted Deposition (IBAD) method. Its coating thickness is 100 nm deposited on Si(100) substrate. It has 23 GPa of nano-indentation hardness and approximately 370 GPa of Young's modulus.
It was reported that super-low friction coefficient less than 0.01 had obtained when CNx coating synthesized by IBAD method sliding against Si 3 N 4 ball in N 2 environment [5] . It is suggested that CNx coating surface becomes low shearing strength layer of graphite-like structure during sliding in N 2 [6] .
In our previous research, micro scratching tests in air were performed to investigate shearing strength and adhesive strength of CNx in the area that was slid in N 2 , then it was reported that CNx coating after sliding in N 2 showed lower shearing strength and lower adhesive strength than before sliding CNx surface [7] . However, it is not clear that the effect of N 2 gas on measured shearing strength and adhesive strength of low friction area of CNx.
In this study, to investigate the effect of N 2 gas on measured shearing strength and adhesive strength of CNx which showed low friction coefficient less than 0.01 in N 2 , micro scratching tests were examined in N 2 and air.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Preparation of low friction area
Low friction area was prepared by sliding against Si 3 N 4 ball in N 2 environment at a sliding speed of 2.0 mm/s over a wear track 4.0 mm long, specimen is fed in 5 µm/cycle to reach 200 µm right angle direction of sliding, and applied normal load was 0.1 N (the vacuum chamber was firstly evacuated with rotary pomp to approximately 0.1 Pa, and N 2 was charged in the same chamber before friction test). The behavior of friction coefficient is shown in Fig.1 .
Micro scratching tests
The micro scratching tests by using spherical diamond tip (radius = 2.0 µm) in N 2 and air were carried out for low friction area of CNx which was prepared in N 2 . The scratching test apparatus was in a chamber. In order to scratch CNx in N 2 , the chamber was filled with N 2 . A contact condition between CNx coating and diamond tip becomes plastic contact when mean contact pressure over 23 GPa, because the hardness of CNx coating is 23 GPa. Therefore, the shearing strength term is dominant in the friction coefficient in range of contact pressure.
On the other hand, a contact condition becomes elastic-plastic contact when mean contact pressure is from 8.4 GPa to 23 GPa. If the mean contact pressure is less than 8.4 GPa, the adhesive strength term is dominant in friction coefficient.
In the case of scratching in air, friction coefficients of CNx which were before and after sliding in N 2 are shown in Fig.2 . It is clear that the friction coefficient of CNx before sliding in N 2 is higher than the value of after sliding in N 2 .
The results of scratching in N 2 and air are shown in Fig.3 . The friction coefficient in N 2 was lower than the friction coefficient in air. In the case of scratching in air, friction coefficient showed about 0.01 at below 12 GPa as contact pressure. On the other side, friction coefficient increased to 0.04 at over 12 GPa. We could know that CNx coating had lower adhesive strength and lower shearing strength once it was scratched in N 2 .
Shearing strength and adhesive strength
If friction is generated from adhesive and ploughing, the theoretical friction coefficient is calculated from the following formula:
where S i is the adhesive strength, R is the diamond tip radius (2.0 µm), P f and P 0 are shearing strength at ploughing and hardness of thin coating, respectively [8] . Fig. 3 showed the friction coefficient of micro scratching test and the calculation results as a function of theoretical Hertzian mean contact pressure in air and N 2 . The theoretical friction coefficient in the case 1 and case 2 were calculated in the case of µ = 0.001 and 0.01, respectively. Under elastic contact, the case 1 showed S i = 0.01 GPa, the case 2 showed S i = 0.1 GPa. The value of P f was calculated 0.2 GPa in each cases.
CONCLUSION
In this study, to investigate the shearing strength and adhesive strength of surface layer of CNx which surface showed low friction coefficient, micro scratching tests were examined.
(1) CNx surface after sliding in N 2 against Si 3 N 4 ball showed lower scratching friction coefficient than that in air. (2) Adhesive strength S i of CNx became 1/10 time lower than that in air. 
